
LeeTran Production Specs and Dimensions
Required formats for art files for Bench Signs, Bus Advertising, and Shelters 
PDF, EPS or AI file. AI file with layers included. Please create outlines of fonts or supply the fonts in use. 
File size: 300 dpi is preferred, however, between 150 and 300 is acceptable. Less than 150 dpi is not 
acceptable and more than 300 dpi is not necessary)

Bus wraps always require a layered AI file as the production is more complicated.  No flattened files will be 
accepted. We can also accept an .EPS file from the original application in which the art was created with 
fonts converted to paths (outlines.) For full bus wraps, use 1/10th scale (1” = 10” true size) and a resolution 
of at least 560 dpi; 720 dpi is preferred. Use CMYK color mode. 

Photos:  
Digital photos must be at least 300 dpi. A JPEG from a website is not acceptable as it will be of a low 
resolution. A JPEG cannot be enlarged or you cannot have someone change the resolution settings to be 
higher as the pixels will only stretch, resulting in a pixelated image and poor quality. 

Logos: 
Ai or EPS logos are preferred since they are vector files and can be enlarged without pixelation.

Advertising Dimensions: 

Bench Signs: 
72" x 24" - All bleeds should be at least two inches in excess of edge. 
Ft. Myers Beach Bench Signs: 56" x 24" - Viewable pertinent text & graphics should be within 54 ½" x 22 ½" 

Shelters: 
Tr im size 48” x 68.55” - View able pertinent text & graphics should be within 45.25" x 66.25"

Exterior Bus Panels: 
King: Street side – 180”x37”, 90”x38”, 140”x37”, 71”x37”, and 90”x32” 
Queen: Curb side – 140”x32”, 90”x32”, and 71”x32” 

Bus Interior Cards: 28” x 11” 

Full Bus Wraps and Super Kings: 
There are three bus sizes, 29’, 35’ and 40’. A template will be provided for layout. 

Fort Myers Beach Tram Signs: 
Engine car: 65” x 22” or passenger car: 74.5” x 22”

50" Digital Display Screen:
3070 pixels x 1726 pixels. Static image - png or jpg file. Video - MP4 or MOV file.

For more information please call: 
239-533-0342 




